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Executive Summary
Procurement organizations, like other parts of the business, face a looming upskilling imperative. According to a 
World Economic Forum report, the proportion of core skills required to perform a job will shift by 42% between 
2018 and 2022. Furthermore, at least 54% of all employees will require significant reskilling and upskilling by 2022.1  
With many critical skills of the future – such as management of smart automation/robotic process automation (RPA), 
advanced analytics and data modeling, service and process design, and technology savviness – in very short supply, 
Procurement executives must consider how to rapidly pivot their learning and development approaches to equip 
current employees for an evolving environment. The challenge is exacerbated by a multigenerational workforce 
with diverse learning needs and expectations. This paper reviews key considerations for reinventing learning and 
development for the digital age.

1 World Economic Forum, Centre for the New Economy and Society. “The Future of Jobs Report 2018.”
2    See https://www.fastcompany.com/90302569/there-are-now-5-generations-in-the-workforce-can-they-work-together.
3   See https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/30/health/unretirement-work-seniors.html.
4   See https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/03/01/millennials-overtake-baby-boomers/. 
5   See https://hbr.org/2016/05/what-millennials-want-from-a-new-job. 
6   See https://www.fastcompany.com/90302569/there-are-now-5-generations-in-the-workforce-can-they-work-together.

Point of View

Blending five generations into a high-performing digital 
Procurement function
The impact of digital transformation on Procurement roles and skills promises to be 
enormous, and the complexity of this task extends well beyond evolving current roles to 
work in concert with new technology.

For the first time, five generations are working side by side in the workforce.2 At one end of 
the spectrum, older employees are remaining in the workforce longer and/or are returning 
to the workforce following retirement.3 At the other end are digital natives who have come 
of age in a world enabled by personal technology and social media. Millennials, now the 
largest generation in the workforce,4 are much more likely than other generations to change 
jobs to realize their goals – one of the most important of which is to learn and grow in their 
career.5 As they do, they take valuable and scarce skills with them.

Bringing these generations together is a significant challenge for corporations but also, 
according to Richard Bailey, president of the Americas at HP, Inc., an “unprecedented 
opportunity to drive innovation by taking advantage of the extensive amount of wisdom, 
knowledge, and fresh perspective in their midst.” In a February 2019 article for Fast 
Company,6  Bailey talks about the importance of addressing the fears of each generation – 
including being phased out by technology, drawing the short straw in the job market and 
the presence of outdated practices that stymie the ability to change the world.
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In particular, Bailey sees professional development as a key to easing fears. “Employees 
of every generation are wondering what the future holds for them, and they appreciate 
the value that continuous learning brings to career success,” he writes. “All generations 
want to stay up to date on the latest tools of the trade.”

Yet, employees at different career stages have vastly different learning priorities and 
career expectations (see sidebar, “Variances in learning priorities and expectations”).

This complicates the challenge for Procurement executives as they plan for reskilling and 
upskilling their workforces to maximize the benefits of digital transformation. Questions 
about talent, learning and development are increasingly at the center of strategic 
discussions:

• What are the most critical skills we need to develop?

• How should our training strategy evolve going forward, given our skill requirements 
and diverse and evolving workforce?

• What is the right level of investment?

• What return should I expect for that investment?

The growing digital skills gap demands immediate and new actions
Procurement organizations face huge deficits in the skills required to operate in the 
evolving digital environment. In The Hackett Group’s Digital Skills Poll, only 17% of 
procurement executives said they have most of the new skills needed today and are 
well-positioned to anticipate and respond to future needs. Furthermore, they reported 
large gaps between actual and desired skills in several key areas (Fig. 1), including data 
savviness and analytics and modeling.

Overall, procurement leaders are less likely than executives in other functions to sense 
large skills gaps; however, their skills shortfalls are still serious, particularly in technical/
specialist competencies and data savviness.

Making matters worse, a majority of procurement participants in the poll said they expect 
demand for certain critical and scarce skills to increase or greatly increase over the next two 
years (Fig. 2) 

FIG. 1   Percentage of procurement respondents who believe demand for these skills will
increase or greatly increase over the next two years

Source: Key Issues Study, The Hackett Group, 2019
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FIG. 2   Percentage of procurement respondents who believe demand for these skills will
increase or greatly increase over the next two years

Source: Key Issues Study, The Hackett Group, 2019
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Variances in learning priorities 
and expectations

Career stage Learning priorities Meeting expectations*

Late career Find new ways to maximize their value 
to the organization, while continuing 
to leverage their experience and 
organizational knowledge.

Be mindful of their respect 
for the existing workplace 
structure. Understand that they 
value and need interpersonal 
communication.

Midcareer Acquire/hone skills needed to reach 
professional goal.

Give them some space. Anticipate 
skepticism and pushback. Be 
transparent to build credibility 
and trust.

Early career  Accelerate development and gain 
career mobility.

Allow some work-life flexibility 
where reasonable. Provide 
opportunities for them to share 
ideas with leadership.

New entrants Discover their passion/talents. Be clear about expectations. 
Provide the opportunity to 
collaborate both in person and 
virtually. Convey that it is OK if 
they aren’t perfect right away.

*Bridgeworks
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In fact, procurement executives express greater concern, overall, about increasing demand 
than their peers in finance, HR and IT functions.

Procurement executives must act with urgency to address today’s skill deficits, as well 
as to meet anticipated demand for these and other digital skills within the coming years. 
Failing to do so will stymie digital transformation and diminish long-term functional 
effectiveness. In fact, the scale of the problem facing procurement organizations is so 
significant that solving it will require a comprehensive program for developing, acquiring 
and retaining digital skills.

Companies are revisiting their learning and development investment 
and approaches
Given the tight labor market and a need for digital skills that is far greater than supply, 
Procurement organizations will have no choice but to pursue aggressive development 
strategies for existing staff – even as they pursue other approaches for acquiring skills. 
This will involve revisiting their learning and development strategies.

Many companies cut or eliminated their investment in training programs during or 
following the Great Recession. Given the magnitude of today’s skill gaps, however, we 
see this trend beginning to reverse, with some companies moving back toward formal 
training approaches designed to build the targeted skills they will need in 2020 and 
beyond, including some very high-profile examples. Amazon recently pledged to spend 
more than $700 million to upskill 100,000 employees through training programs that will 
help them move into more highly skilled roles within and outside of the company.7 AT&T 
is in the midst of a massive global retraining program, in which it is investing $1 billion 
over multiple years to reeducate 100,000 employees for new jobs with cutting-edge skills 
and create the nimble workforce it needs to compete in a digital economy.8

According to the 2018 Training Industry Report, published by Training magazine,9 average 
training expenditures for large companies increased in 2018. Additionally, investment in 
outside products and services rose from $7.5 billion in 2017 to $11 billion in 2018 – evidence 
that many companies are turning to established programs to accelerate workforce 
development and reskilling, rather than trying to build (or rebuild) programs themselves.

In The Hackett Group’s 2019 Global Business Services (GBS) Performance Study, 87% of 
peer GBS organizations and 84% of world-class GBS organizations reported using formal 
third-party training programs either onshore or offshore, or both, to help GBS employees 
build critical skills. In fact, more peer GBS organizations report using formal third-party 
programs than formal in-house programs (87% to 81%). Furthermore, GBS executives 

7 See https://press.aboutamazon.com/news-releases/news-release-details/amazon-pledges-upskill-100000-us-
employees-demand-jobs-2025. 

8    See  https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/13/atts-1-billion-gambit-retraining-nearly-half-its-workforce.html. 
9   See https://trainingmag.com/trgmag-article/2018-training-industry-report/.
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rated third-party training to be among the most effective methods for developing skills, 
behind stretch assignments, on-the-job learning, and mentoring and coaching, and 
slightly more effective than in-house training programs (Fig. 3).

Reinventing learning and development for the digital age
Procurement organizations must be deliberate about their training investment, both in 
the skills they target and the approach they take to deliver training.

1. Align training and development with the organization’s business strategy and 
objectives in order to achieve optimal return on investment. 
The starting point should be the Procurement function’s vision for future required 
capabilities, which should be anchored in the business strategy and objectives. This 
vision will guide areas of focus and define the skill requirements for those who will 
lead the organization through this new era.

2. Establish capabilities for tracking skills supply and demand. 
Keeping pace with changing skill requirements has been a persistent challenge for 
procurement and other business services functions. One reason for the shortages 
and mismatches in skills is that only a minority of procurement functions – 28%, 
according to the digital skills poll – formally track skills demand and supply or link this 
data to their talent strategy. In order to develop skills effectively, an organization must 
establish a method for tracking demand and supply.

How effective are the following practice you are using to help existing GBS employees to develop critical skills

FIG. 3   Effectiveness of practices for helping existing GBS employees develop critical skills

Source: The Hackett Group’s Annual Global Business Services (GBS) Performance Study, 2019
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3. Segment the Procurement workforce. 
Given the complexities of today’s workforce and evolving skills requirements, a 
one-size-fits-all development approach will not be effective for closing key skill gaps. 
Segmentation can help the organization tailor development and training approaches 
to specific needs. This involves categorizing all roles based on their importance to 
fulfilling the vision for a digital Procurement function and degree of difficulty attracting 
and retaining talent and skills. Then, the organization can determine current capabilities 
for each workforce segment and assess current staff against short, intermediate, 
and long-term skills requirements. In turn, this will help guide identification of the 
most critical skill gaps, learning and development priorities, and the most appropriate 
approaches.

4. Create a learning experience that encompasses multiple skills. 
Procurement professionals of the future will require new knowledge and skills in 
multiple domains, including functional, process, technical, analytical, digital and 
interpersonal skills. Increasingly, they will apply these skills in combination to solve 
complex business problems and elevate functional performance in an evolving modern 
environment marked by the increased integration of their work with smart automation 
and RPA tools, as well as advanced analytics and artificial intelligence capabilities. 
Therefore, organizations should consider ways to deliver an integrated learning 
experience, rather than targeting development of specific skills as isolated exercises.

5. Employ blended learning approaches. 
Incorporating personal learning preferences is key to developing a successful learning 
program that equips workers to adopt new techniques. Given both the breadth of 
required skills and diverse needs and preferences of the multigenerational workforce, 
Procurement organizations must employ multiple learning and development 
approaches that encompass both experiential and formal training methods.

Today’s Procurement organizations do use multiple methods. In the digital skills poll 
(Fig. 4), procurement executives cited on-the-job learning, online/web-based training 
programs and mentoring/coaching as the most effective practices for developing new 
skills and reskilling their workforces. Other effective tactics include stretch assignments 
and blended learning (multifaceted training that includes a combination of self-directed, 
instructor-led and other tactics such as gamification). 

FIG. 4   Procurement executives rank these as the five most effective practices for building skills

Source: Key Issues Study, The Hackett Group, 2019
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One key will be determining the method(s) best suited to particular types of skills. Fig. 5 
provides a general overview of direct and indirect approaches based across the three key 
categories of skills – business, interpersonal/behavioral and technical/specialist skills.

Generally speaking, formal classroom and online learning programs are well-suited to 
accelerating development of technical skills such as technology and data savviness and 
analytics and modeling skills. These can also support efforts to build skills in other key 
areas such as process/service excellence, business acumen, financial acumen and critical 
thinking. On the other hand, on-the-job experience, coaching, stretch assignments, and 
rotations and shadowing opportunities will be essential to developing many essential 
digital business and interpersonal skills.

A blended approach not only takes into account different learning preferences – for 
example, many older workers are more accustomed to classroom training, while 
younger generations are more familiar with online learning techniques. It also creates 
an environment that leverages the experience, knowledge and expertise of elder 
generations, as well as the innovation, creativity and enthusiasm of younger populations. 
The key is to create harmonious training opportunities where all working populations can 
learn from each other to drive continuous improvement.

6. Consider skills portability and collaborate across functions to optimize 
the investment. 
Finally, it is important to consider that most of these skills are equally relevant and 
essential to other business functions such as finance, HR, operations, or information 
technology. Given both the investment required and the urgency of meeting evolving 
skills needs, organizations can benefit from adopting training approaches that support 
multiple business services functions, rather than addressing training needs within their 
own functional silo.

FIG. 5   Skills development matrix – methods best tailored to types of skills
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Practical next steps
Retooling the learning and development approach takes time – and even longer before 
the organization can begin to understand the return on investment. Organizations that 
are not actively planning for developing the skills they need to optimize the rewards of 
digital transformation will quickly find themselves behind the curve and struggling to meet 
enterprise expectations. Following are some steps to take now to begin building momentum:

• Conduct a digital readiness assessment against the future Procurement strategy to 
identify your most critical skills gaps.

• Refresh and document the skills and competencies that Procurement professionals will 
need in the future. As you incorporate current and new competencies into the overall 
talent management framework, consider ways to create new experiences for Procurement 
professionals by moving into different roles that help round out their capabilities. 

• Assess the effectiveness of existing learning and development approaches and identify 
areas for improvement. 

• Keep abreast of trends in the talent marketplace. Benchmarking can help build 
understanding around how peers and leaders are approaching the skills imperative. 

• Consider the learning and development metrics that may be most relevant to your 
business strategy – whether that is workforce productivity, leadership or the ability to 
leverage training programs across functions.

To this last point, one of the key concerns of organizations as they elevate attention 
to training is how to measure return on investment. Measuring return on training 
investment is challenging, primarily because it is difficult to isolate the impact of training 
on other functional performance metrics – relative to other actions such as policies, 
procedures, leadership capabilities, etc. We will explore the topic of training investment 
and return in more detail in a future paper.



For more papers, perspectives and research, please visit: www.thehackettgroup.com. Or to learn more 
about The Hackett Group and how we can help your company sharply reduce costs while improving business 
effectiveness, please contact us at 1 866 614 6901 (U.S.) or +44 20 7398 9100 (U.K.).

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on the matters addressed herein. It does not constitute professional advice.  
You should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice.
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